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Abstract: 
We examine a realistic 3-band model, finding it capable of exhibiting the d-wave pairing 
characteristic of CuO2-based high-Tc superconductors, but only in the presence of 
symmetry-lowering charge-density “stripes” aligned along (1,0) axes, preferably of 
diameter 2 cell-widths. The present theoretical treatment has no adjustable parameters 
(the unit of energy t2/V factors out of both kinetic and potential energy terms,) does not 
require fine-tuning, and is in qualitative accord with experiment.  
 
INTRODUCTION. The present paper reëxamines the exact causes of high-Tc 
superconductivity, a topic that has been without resolution for almost 20 years. There is a 
general belief, to which we also subscribe, that the electron-phonon interaction is 
incapable of explaining superconductivity in the 100 K range or higher. Here we propose 
a theory based on linear combinations of copper and oxygen orbitals. This 3-band model 
does the job – but only if the added charges are distributed, at least in part, 
inhomogeneously, in alternating lines or stripes.  
The mean-field analysis adduced here in support of these conclusions does not require 
“fine-tuning” as there are no adjustable parameters. The initial assumptions are merely 
that the potential energy parameter |V| be large compared to the “hopping” matrix 
element t, and that a repulsive two-body potential U>>V be larger still. A single 
parameter g1 ≡ t2/V sets the scale of energies; because it multiplies the entire pairing 
Hamiltonian, the results are universal. 
HUBBARD MODEL. We cannot use Hubbard’s familiar model of interacting electrons1 
to study high-Tc superconductivity, although it is generally considered a reasonable 
facsimile of the electron gas, insofar as it is based on sound atomic considerations.2 
Although it has occasionally been claimed that it also explains virtually all aspects of 
high-Tc superconductivity,3 such claims have not been universally supported.4, 5, 6, , 7 8
Our reason for dropping the ordinary Hubbard model is practical. Even when it is 
augmented by stripes and solved similarly to the 3-band model, the “pairing” term, 
proportional to t2/U, is much smaller than the motional (kinetic energy) terms, which are 
proportional to t. Thus, computationally, it fails to yield a sturdy or reliable solution. 
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THREE-BAND MODEL. Let us start by describing the geometry that drives our model.9 
Although well known, it bears repeating: ligand oxygen ions O2– in the CuO2 lattice 
decorate what is basically a 2D sq lattice of copper Cu2+ ions. The unit cell contains 3 
inequivalent sites, a geometry that favors a 3-band model for the holes. But even in this 
more complex situation, we find that a charged pattern that lowers C4 symmetry to C2 is 
required. We shall see that such a pattern is required to stabilize the d-wave pairing 
commonly observed in high-Tc superconductors. 
Label the intercalated oxygens on the horizontal lines by aR and on verticals by bR'. To 
mimic an assumed orbital energy mismatch, a potential –V is assigned to holes on copper 
sites and +V on oxygen sites. A potential –V promotes valency Cu2+ over Cu1+. To inhibit 
further (unwanted) oxidation to Cu3+, a Hubbard-like two-body potential U must be 
introduced. It repulses 2 particles10 on the same copper site. Because there are so few 
additional particles added to the oxygen sites (superconductivity is optimized at 1 added 
particle for every 8 oxygen sites,) the random statistical tendency to O0– is tiny. Therefore 
any error we commit in neglecting two-body repulsions on the oxygen sites is negligible.  
Initially H takes the form: 
H = −t {cR,σ†
R,σ
∑ (a
R+( 1
2
,0),σ
+ a
R+(−1
2
,0),σ
+ b
R+(0,1
2
),σ
+ b
R+(0,−1
2
),σ
)+ H .c.}+V {
R,σ
∑ a
R+( 1
2
,0),σ
† a
R+( 1
2
,0),σ
+b
R+(0,1
2
),σ
† b
R+(0,1
2
),σ
− cR,σ† cR,σ }+U * cR,↑† cR,↑cR,↓† cR,↓
R
∑                                                         (1)
 
where the last term in this Hamiltonian is a “projection” operator. Once U exceeds 2V it 
no longer matters how large it really is. That is is why, in this introductory version of the 
theory, we immediately proceed to the strong-coupling limit of U  (using U* ≡ ∞.) 
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Several exact transformations simplify the model greatly. First, a Fourier transform: 
a
R+( 1
2
,0),σ
+ a
R+(−1
2
,0),σ
≡ 2
N
a(k,σ )cos kx
2
 
k⊆BZ
∑ eik⋅R
(b
R+(0,1
2
),σ
+ b
R+(0,−1
2
),σ
) ≡ 2
N
b(k,σ )cos ky
2
 
k⊆BZ
∑ eik⋅R
          (2) 
defines the bare band states (BZ indicates the first Brillouin Zone of the sq lattice.) Then, 
 α(k,σ ) ≡
a(k,σ )cos kx
2
+ b(k,σ )cos ky
2
cos2 kx
2
+ cos2 ky
2
 and  β (k,σ ) ≡
a(k,σ )cos ky
2
−b(k,σ )cos kx
2
cos2 kx
2
+ cos2 ky
2
 (3) 
are the new Bloch operators. Their associated Wannier operators are taken to be: 
α(k,σ ) ≡ 1
N
αR ',σe− ik⋅R '
R '
∑   , i.e.,   αR ',σ ≡ 1N α(k,σ )eik⋅R 'k⊆BZ∑          (4) 
and similarly for the β’s. The strong-coupling H now assumes the form: 
H = −t G(R − R '){cR,σ†
σ
∑
R,R '
∑ αR ',σ + H .c.}+ V {αR,σ†
σ
∑
R
∑ αR,σ + βR,σ† βR,σ − cR,σ† cR,σ }
           +U * cR,↑† cR,↑cR,↓† cR,↓
R
∑   .
     (5) 
It is unitarily equivalent to (1).The function G(R) and its Fourier transform g(k), are: 
G(R) ≡ 1
N
eik⋅Rg(kx , ky )
k⊆BZ
∑ = 1N eik⋅R 2 × cos2 kx2 + cos2
ky
2
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟k⊆BZ∑
        = 2π 2 dkx cosnkx0
π
∫ dky cos mky
0
π
∫ cos2 kx2 + cos2
ky
2
⎛
⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
        (6) 
Values of G(R) are listed to 4 decimal places in Table I, at several small values of R.9 
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TABLE I 
Values of G(n,m) =  G(±m,±n), where G(0,0)= +1.9162 and g(k)= 2 × cos2 kx
2
+ cos2 ky
2
 
n,m   →     0,1     0,2     1,1   0,3     1,2     0,4      1,3         2,2 
G(n,m)→  +0.2802 –0.0275 –0.4701 0.0071 0.0137 –0.0027  –0.0052 –0.0065 
 
STATES of THE INTRASITE HAMILTONIAN. Write H=H0+H', where H0 is the intrasite 
Hamiltonian ∝ G(0). The intersite H' appears to be almost an order of magnitude smaller 
– insomuch as it is parametrized by G(R)’s at R≠0.  Then this “larger” intrasite part is, 
H0 = −t G(0){cR,σ†
σ
∑
R
∑ αR,σ + H .c.}+ V {αR,σ†
σ
∑
R
∑ αR,σ + βR,σ† βR,σ − cR,σ† cR,σ }
           +U * cR,↑† cR,↑cR,↓† cR,↓
R
∑
 (7) 
Because , its eigenstates are products, | . They 
comprise a complete basis set in which to expand the eigenstates of the total H.   
H0 ≡ H0 (R)
R
∑ Ψ >0= |Φα (R) )
R
∏
At any fixed R the projection operator in U* allows only certain states. As for the β’s, 
they are, and will forever remain, disconnected from all other operators.11 The individual 
eigenstates at fixed R are evaluated next, ranked according to ascending particle 
occupancy. We retain only those states having lowest possible energy eigenvalues in H0 
and the excited states to which they connect strongly via the “perturbation” H'.  
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0 occupancy. The site “vacuum” is denoted “vacancy” or |0).  Its eigenvalue is E0=0.  
1 occupancy.  There are 2 states of a single particle, one for each spin orientation σ.  The 
2×2 H0 matrix at fixed R is constructed with the help of H0(R) above. The 1-particle 
eigenoperator d consists of the following linear combination,       σ
† (R) | 0)
cosφcR,σ† | 0 > + sinφαR,σ† | 0 >  ≡ d       (8) σ† (R) | 0)
Its energy eigenvalue is E1=λ1 , where λ is lower of the two solutions of the secular 
equation. When expanded in powers of t/V, it is: 
λ1 
 
  −{V + (tG(0)
2
2V
− (tG(0))
4
8V 3
+…}  where, in (8),     tanφ ; tG(0)
2V
 . (9) 
This defines the ground state single occupancy spin-doublet. Further, define the 
corresponding basis states |1) and |2) at each R by: ≡|1) and ≡|2). 
Excited states (belonging to eigenvalue λ=+{V +…} in Eq.(9)) are discarded, as are the β 
states, the energy of which also = +V.   
d↑
†(R) | 0) d↓
†(R) | 0)
Double Occupancy: spin singlets. The lowest eigenstate in this subspace, denoted |3), is, 
 cosϑ
2
(cR,↑
† αR,↓† − cR,↓† αR,↑† ) | 0 >+ sinϑ ≡ ≡ |3).   (10) 
The above also serves to define “double occupancy” paulion operators D. The secular 
equation for the energy yields two solutions. With g
αR,↑† αR,↓† | 0 > DR† | 0)
1≡ t2/V and V  >> t, to leading order 
in g1 the lower one has energy:  
λ2 ≈ −g1G2 (0)  .     (11) 
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It is parametrized by an angle ϑ . One easily finds: tanϑ  ≈ tG (0)
V 2
. The upper solution is 
discarded, as its energy exceeds 2V. 
Double Occupancy: triplets. There are 3 (i.e., triplet!) states, all with λ=0 precisely, 
which is neither low nor high in energy. In the interest of simplicity we also omit these 
states from further consideration here. In a separate paper under preparation,12 their 
involvement and the new channel they open up is made clear. However, because triplets 
belong to a different symmetry the present results in the singlet channel remain unaltered. 
Triple Occupancy. There are 2 such states of energy λ=+V. Because in principle two D’s 
could annihilate to form two doublets (consisting of 1 electron at one site and 3 at the 
other,) one should also introduce the corresponding operator  , 
which has energy +V. Now, consider the reaction , which can 
proceed iff the energy of the final state ≤ than the initial, i.e. if  V–(V
TR,σ
† | 0) ≡ cR ,σ† α R ,↑† α R ,↓† | 0 >
D1
† + D2† É T1,σ† + d2,−σ†
+ (tG(0)
2
2V
) ≤ 2λ2 . 
This requires – ½ g1 ≤ –2g1, an inequality that can never be satisfied. Hence the D’s are 
energetically stable against this process and triple-occupancy states are justifiably, and 
consistently, ignored. Quadruple occupancy is, of course, always forbidden by U*= +∞.
Table II summarizes matrix elements of operators in the reduced basis set, |0) – |3): a 
matrix element (i|op|j) is listed on a row labeled by that op, in the column marked (i,j). 
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TABLE II:     SOME NONTRIVIAL MATRIX ELEMENTS  
(in a fixed cell at a fixed R) 
Op 
⇓ 
(0,1) (0,2) (0,3) (1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (2,2) (2,3) (3,3) 
α↑ sinφ 0 0 0 0 0 0 F1 0 
α↓ 0 sinφ 0 0 0 –F1 0 0 0 
c↑ cosφ 0 0 0 0 0 0 F2 0 
c↓ 0 cosφ 0 0 0 –F2 0 0 0 
α↑†α↑ 0 0 0 sin2φ 0 0 0 0 ½(1+sin2ϑ) 
α↓†α↓ 0 0 0 0 0 0 sin2φ 0 ½(1+sin2ϑ) 
α↑†α↓ 0 0 0 0 sin2φ 0 0 0 0 
c↑†c↑ 0 0 0 cos
2φ 0 0 0 0 ½(1–sin2ϑ) 
c↓†c↓ 0 0 0 0 0 0 cos
2φ 0 ½(1–sin2ϑ) 
c↑†c↓ 0 0 0 0 cos
2φ 0 0 0 0 
 
F1= 1
2
cosφ cosϑ + sinφ sinϑ ,   F2 = 1
2
sinφ cosϑ  
 
INTERSITE DYNAMICS. We turn to H'. Given a number of particles exceeding 1 particle 
per site on average, each vacancy permitted to exist at some R requires that at some other 
R', a d is promoted →D. The net extra cost is thus +V per vacancy. Therefore vacancies 
must be disallowed at all concentrations  exceeding 1 particle per site.  
Charge transfer, a process connecting initially degenerate states, occurs by 
interchange of a 2-particle site at R with a 1-particle site at R'. It is the leading term in H'.  
In terms of the bare operators, it is: 
H ' = − t
2
G(R − R '){cR,σ†
σ
∑
R,R '≠R
∑ αR ',σ +αR,σ† cR ',σ + cR ',σ† αR,σ +αR ',σ† cR,σ }
           +U * cR,↑† cR,↑cR,↓† cR,↓
R
∑
      (13) 
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This now has to be rewritten in terms of the composite-fermion d and composite-paulion 
D using Table II and angles ϑ and φ.  
For each bond (R,R') the form of the charge-transfer operator is 
. Using Table II we can easily calculate C(R,R'). Thus,  
.  Their product yields C(R,R') = 
(F1)(F2) = 
G(R − R ')C(R, R ')DR†dR,σdR ',σ† DR '
cR,σ
† ⇒ ±(F2)DR†dR,−σ   and  αR ',σ ⇒ ±(F1)dR ',−σ† DR '
1
2
sinφ cosϑ( 1
2
cosφ cosϑ + sinφ sinϑ ) V>>t⎯ →⎯⎯ tG(0)4V . Thus, the motional 
energy of the dressed particles is governed by: 
  KE = − g1G(0)
4
G(R − R ')DR†dR,σ
σ
∑
R '≠R
∑
R
∑ dR ',σ† DR ' (DRDR† ) .    (14) 
It gives rise to a “band structure” for composite particles that is exact, up to 
corrections O(t/V)2. A redundant factor ( ) has been inserted to ensure that the 
“target” site R is unoccupied by a D. Moreover, for current to flow, a D must be present 
at the initial site R'. It follows that if there were no D’s present, e.g., if exactly 1 particle 
per site is stipulated, (14) cannot carry current. This is in perfect accord with observation 
and has no connection with “nesting”, etc.
DRDR
†
13 For more than 1 particle per site the KE 
operator permits the excess charges to flow and to establish mutual correlations.  
Next, the inelastic part of the same operator connects two singly occupied sites linked 
by G(R–R'). It involves the product of  and of . In 
the excited (“virtual”) state the 2 singles disappear, as the one site is replaced by a D and 
the other by a vacancy. The combined excitation energy is +2V. To leading order,  
αR,σ† ⇒ ±(F1)DR†dR,−σ cR ',σ ⇒ cosφdR ',σ
 9
Hinelastic= t(F1)cosφ  ×
G(R − R '){(DR†
(R,R ')
∑ OR '† + DR '† OR† )(dR,↓dR ',↑ + dR ',↓dR,↑ )(DRDR† )(DR 'DR '† )+ H .c.}       (15) 
is the operator that connects the low-lying initial states to the excited states. We inserted 
“place-markers”  for vacancies that are virtually created; they will be eliminated by a 
requirement that, in low-lying states, their occupation numbers be identically zero.  We 
also included two factors ( )( ) to emphasize that sites R, and R' be initially 
occupied by singles only. Note that the more excess charges (i.e. D’s) there are, the fewer 
are the sites that can be occupied by singles. Next, we eliminate H
OR
†
DRDR
† DR 'DR '
†
inelasticby a unitary 
transformation that is basically a generalization of second-order perturbation theory. 
This leaves us with an effective two-body attraction connecting pairs of singly 
occupied sites PE1 + a hard-core repulsion among these composite particles. That is, 
PE=PE1+PE2, where 
PE1= − (tF1cosφ)
2
2V
G(R - R ')G(R '- R")
R"≠R '
∑
R '≠R
∑
R
∑ (DR"DR† )
   ×     (dR ',↑† dR",↓† + dR",↑† dR ',↓† )(dR,↓dR ',↑ + dR ',↓dR,↑ ) ⋅ (DRDR† )(DR 'DR '† )
   (16) 
This is what remains in the lowest order in t after elimination of the empty sites using the 
condition . The other part of PE, the “hard core” interaction PE<OROR '† >= δR,R ' 2, 
expresses the requirements that two d’s cannot occupy the same site R, that a D and a d 
cannot occupy the same site, nor can two D’s. It has almost been made redundant by 
factors = ( introduced into Eqs. (15), (16) for similar purposes.  DRDR
† 1− DR† DR )
Eqs. (14) – (16) should now be solved in MD or MC without further approximation. 
But that is for future investigations. 
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To assess the consequences we turn to a mean-field approximation. The following 
procedure helps construct an “effective” BCS-like Hamiltonian, with the difference that, 
here we need to know the statistical distribution of the charges. We use a product state for 
the D’s. This helps define a purely fermionic Heff by the contraction,  
Heff = < 0 | (cosαR + e− iγ R DR sinαR )(KE + PE)(cosαR
R
∏ + eiγ R DR† sinαR ) | 0 > .  
Whatever correlations exist among the excess charges is probed using a Fourier 
decomposition with, as yet, unknown coefficients: 
  < DR >=
A0 + Aqe− iq⋅R
q≠0
∑
(1+ | aq |2 )
q
∑
, where aq≡Aq/A0    (17)   
Thus,  for R"≠R. Similarly,  
= <sin
 
< DR"DR† >=| A0 |2 (1+ | aq
q
∑ |2 eiqg(R"−R) ) / (1+ | aq |2 )
q
∑
< DR† DR >=| A0 |2 2αR> = ν. The symbol ν defines the “D occupation number,” the 
average excess charge per cell. These relations all become exact if the αR are all small. 
 Using the inverse Fourier transform, =g(k)–G(0) we next exhibit the 
resulting Hamiltonian in the BCS pair approximation,  H
G(R)eikgR
R≠0
∑
eff=KEeff+PEeff. First, 
PEeff = − g1ν(1−ν )
2
N(1+ | aq |2
q≠0
∑ )
{ g(k)−G(0)( ) g(k ')−G(0)( )
k '
∑
k
∑ )
   + | aq |2
q≠0
∑ g(k + q)−G(0)( ) g(k '+ q)−G(0)( )}× (dk↑† d−k↓† )(d− k '↓dk '↑ )
   +U *
N
(dk↑
† d− k↓
† )(d−k '↓dk '↑ )        ,     where U* = ∞.
k '
∑
k
∑                                            (18)
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Following a similar calculation, the motional energy becomes: 
   KEeff = g1G(0)ν(1−ν)4 ε(k)dk ,σ
†
k ,σ
∑ dk ,σ     (19) 
in which ε(k) = w(k)–wF is the “Bloch” single-particle energy measured from the Fermi 
level wF.  The renormalized Bloch energies are: w(k) =
g(k)+ | aq |2 g(k + q)
q≠0
∑
1+ | aq |2
q≠0
∑
 . 
In the BCS ground state |Ψ0 > = (sinθk2k∏ + cos
θk
2
dk ,↑
† d−k ,↓
† )  the ground state energy is, 
Eo, pair / N = g1G(0)ν(1−ν)4N ε(k)(cosθk +1)k∑ −
g1ν(1−ν)2
4N 2
sinθkKk ,k ' sinθk '
k ,k '
∑⎛⎝⎜
⎞
⎠⎟
                                                + U*
4N 2
sinθk
k
∑⎛⎝⎜ ⎞⎠⎟
2
      (20A)  
The kernel Kk,k' in this expression, extracted from (18), is: 
Kk ,k ' = g(k)−G(0)( ) g(k ')−G(0)( )
(1+ | aq |2
q≠0
∑ )
+ | aq |2 g(k + q)−G(0)( ) g(k '+ q)−G(0)( )
(1+ | aq |2
q≠0
∑ )q≠0∑
    (20B) 
The Fermi level wF, which is what determines the average number of “singles” of either 
spin orientation, N–Nν, is obtained through a similar expression: 
 ν=− 1
N
cosθk
k
∑         (20C) 
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The w(k), hence θk, depend on the set of {|aq|2}. Operationally we shall want to solve 
for ν as a function of wF , at a given set of {|aq|2}, then invert to obtain wF(ν) at the given 
set of {|aq|2} for use in Eqs. (20A) and (20B).  Finally, a sort of sum rule must be obeyed: 
1
N
sinθk
k
∑ = 0           (21)  
If it is not, the last term in (20A) is infinite and there is no acceptable ground state in 
the model, not even in the mean-field approximation.14
OPTIMAL CONCENTRATION OF PARTICLES. Even before optimizing (20A) w.r. to 
sinθk it is possible to estimate crudely, the “best” value of ν. If (21) is satisfied, E takes 
the form, E∝ , which is lowest at a density of excess carriers ν(1−ν)K −ν(1−ν)2V
νo = 2 − K /V3 − (
2 − K /V
3
)2 − 1− K /V
3
. In many physical systems, K/V≈0.5. Using 
this ratio for a preliminary estimate, the formula yields νo=0.21, which corresponds to 
one extra hole for every 10.6 oxygen sites, not too far from the value of 1 hole for every 8 
oxygen sites (i.e., ν=0.25) found in many optimally high-Tc superconductors. But 
because the actual value of K/V does depend on ν and the {|aq|2},  an accurate value of νo 
can only be determined numerically after the equations for the optimal sinθk are solved. 
THE GAP FUNCTIONS. By analogy with the usual BCS hypothesis, one sets: 
sinθk = ∆(k)ε 2 (k)+ ∆2 (k) =
∆(k)
E(k)
   and  cosθk = −ε(k)E(k) ,     (22)  
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which also serve to define E(k), the quasiparticle energy. The “gap function” or “pair 
wavefunction” is ∆(k) = ∆0 (ε(k))y(k) , where ∆0 is constant on a surface of constant 
energy. For p-, d- and higher angular momentum pairings, simple choices such as  
y(k) = cos kx − cos ky{ } for d-waves, and for p-waves, y(k) = {sin kx +sin ky}         (23) 
are adequate. The sum rule Eq. (21) is then satisfied by symmetry, even if ∆0 is constant.  
The s-pairing equations are more complicated, albeit similar to those found in the 
strong-coupling limit of the Hubbard model (t2/U <<1), where they have no solution. 8, 10 
On the other hand, the angular p, d, f, … pairings are subject to no such limitations 
because 1
N
y(k)δ (ε − ε(k))
k
∑ F(ε(k))  vanishes by symmetry for arbitrary functions of the 
energy F. The gap magnitude ∆0 can be chosen to be nodeless, even constant, because 
symmetry eliminates the hard-core integral in U* and all constant terms in the kernel. If 
we now pick q uniquely as (π,0)  (equivalently, (0,π),) the ground-state energy becomes: 
Eo, pair / N = g1ν(1−ν )4(1+ | a(π ,0) |2 ) S1(∆0 )− (1−ν ) | a(π ,0) |
2 ∆02 S2 (∆0 )( )2( ) ,                    (24)
where
S1(∆0 ) = ( 12π )
2 dkxdky
π
π
∫
−
+
∫ ε(k)E(k) (E(k)− ε(k)),    and                                              (25)
S2 (∆0 ) = ( 12π )
2 dkxdky
π
π
∫
−
+
∫ y(k) g(k + (π ,0))E(k)
               
The Fourier component at q=(π,0)15 corresponds to (1,0) vertical or horizontal charge 
stripes.16  These equations have to be evaluated numerically in conjunction with 
Eq.(20C), the equation that yields the Fermi level as a function of ν. Clearly all integrals 
are functions of wF which, in turn, is a function of ν. 
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Amazingly, p-wave pairing makes S2 vanish by parity, hence is entirely disfavored! 
The only remaining nontrivial solutions are spin-singlet d-waves pairings, assumed of the 
form . That is what we use in the evaluation of the integral Sy(k) = cos kx − cos ky{ } 2. 
Plotting the energy, Eq. (24), we find a well-defined minimum developing at a finite ∆0. 
SOLVING THE MODEL.  The preceding observation leads us to minimize the energy 
(24) w.r. to the gap parameter ∆0  directly. This yields: 
| a(π ,0) |
2= 1
2(1−ν) ×
I1
S2I2
          (26) 
where S2 has been defined in (25) and the two other integrals are, 
I1 = ( 12π )
2 dkx
+π
∫
−π
∫ dky ε 2 (k)y2 (k)E 3(k)   and I2 = ( 12π )2 dkx
+π
∫
−π
∫ dky g(k + (π ,0))y(k)ε 2 (k)E 3(k)   (27) 
The resulting phase diagram (∆0, and Eo vs. ν) at a given | will be displayed in a 
paper
a(π ,0) |
2
10 under preparation. What is striking is the absence of parameters other than 
. So what limits the magnitude of this effective “coupling constant” in the theory? | a(π ,0) |
2
ELECTROSTATICS. The electrostatic energy associated with the shaping of charges into 
the form of stripes should also be taken into consideration. It is easily estimated as 
 Ee−s / N = +ν
2
2
(e
2
L
)
| a(π ,0) |
4
(1+ | a(π ,0) |2 )2
= g1 ν
2
2
| a(π ,0) |
4
(1+ | a(π ,0) |2 )2
Q.   (28) 
where L is some characteristic distance. Upon setting (e2/L) = Qg1, one estimates Q 
would have to be large, certainly  >> 1. As much as any other feature of our model, when 
ν is finite it is the electrostatics that will restrict |a(π,0)|2 to values O(1) or less. This aspect 
also is treated in the more complete work under preparation.10
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CONCLUSION. The present theory is without adjustable parameters, except for g1=t2/V 
that sets the over-all scale of energies; V is large and U=∞. Each cell has well-defined 
states of 0 (“vacancy”), 1 or 2 particles.10 For particle concentrations per cell exceeding 1 
on average, “vacancy” states are pretty well excluded by the energetics. The motility of 
the excess charges depends very much on their concentrations. But any two sites, hosting 
a single particle each, scatter inelastically into one doubly-occupied site + a vacancy. The 
vacancies are eliminated by a canonical transformation, generating a two-body attraction 
among singly-occupied sites, plus a hard core. This translates into Cooper pairing, 
although the hard core inhibits s-wave pairs. But if the excess charges are correlated into 
stripes, d-wave pairs are promoted. The only undetermined parameter is the strength of 
the stripe Fourier component |aq|2. Given |aq|2, the lowest energy is found at ν≈ 20%. We 
predict that a stripe oriented at 45o (i.e. q=(π,π),) cannot promote superconductivity 
whereas q=(π,0) does. Moreover, once electrostatic forces are included the intensity of 
the stripe |a(π,0)|2 can actually be  determined, leaving no more parameters to adjust.  
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